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Abstract. Nguyen and Shparlinski have recently presented a polynomial-time algorithm that provably

recovers the signer’s secret DSA key when a few consecutive bits of the random nonces k (used at each

signature generation) are known for a number of DSA signatures at most linear in log q (q denoting as

usual the small prime of DSA), under a reasonable assumption on the hash function used in DSA. The

number of required bits is about log1=2 q, but can be decreased to log log q with a running time qOð1= log log qÞ

subexponential in log q, and even further to two in polynomial time if one assumes access to ideal lattice

basis reduction, namely an oracle for the lattice closest vector problem for the infinity norm. All previously

known results were only heuristic, including those of Howgrave-Graham and Smart who introduced the

topic. Here, we obtain similar results for the elliptic curve variant of DSA (ECDSA).
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1. Introduction

1.1. The Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA)

Recall the digital signature algorithm (see Menezes et al. [20] and Stinson [30]), or
DSA, used in the American federal digital signature standard [22].

Let p and q � 3 be prime numbers with q j p � 1. As usual Fp and Fq denote fields
of p and q elements which we assume to be represented by the elements f0; . . . ; p � 1g
and f0; . . . ; q � 1g respectively. For integers s and m � 1 we denote by bscm the
remainder of s on division by m. We also use log z to denote the binary logarithm of
z > 0.

Let m be the set of messages to be signed and let h : m ! Fq be an arbitrary hash-
function. The signer’s secret key is an element a [ F�q.

Let g [ Fp be a fixed element of multiplicative order q, that is gq ¼ 1 and q=1
which is publicly known. To sign a message m [m, one chooses a random integer
k [ F�q usually called the nonce, and which must be kept secret. One then defines the



following two elements of Fq:

rðkÞ ¼ gk
� �

p

j k
q
;

sðk; mÞ ¼ k�1 hðmÞ þ arðkÞð Þ
� �

q
:

The pair ðrðkÞ; sðk; mÞÞ is the DSA signature of the message m with a nonce k. In
practice, q is usually of bit-length 160 and p is of bit-length between 512 and 1024.

1.2. The Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA)

The elliptic curve digital signature algorithm (ECDSA) is the elliptic curve analog of
DSA (see Johnson et al. [13], Koblitz [14], and Koblitz et al. [15]). ECDSA uses an
elliptic curve E over Fp where p is prime. If N ¼ jEðFpÞj denotes the number of
rational points over Fp, it is well-known that

jN � p � 1j � 2p1=2;

and that EðFpÞ together with the point at infinity o form an Abelian group, see
Silverman [29].

Let G [ EðFpÞ be a fixed point of order q, where q is a prime divisor of N, that is
qG ¼ o, where o is the point at infinity. Both G and q=1 are publicly known. For a
point Q [ EðFpÞ we denote by xðQÞ, 0 � xðQÞ � p � 1, the first component of Q ¼
ðx; yÞ in the affine model of E. The signer’s secret key is again an element a [ F�q.

To sign a message m [m, one chooses a random integer k [ F�q usually called the
nonce, and which must be kept secret. One then defines the following two elements of
Fq:

rðkÞ ¼ xðkGÞb cq;

sðk; mÞ ¼ k�1 hðmÞ þ arðkÞð Þ
� �

q
:

The pair ðrðkÞ; sðk; mÞÞ is the ECDSA signature of the message m with a nonce k. As
in the case of DSA, in practice, q is usually of bit-length around 160.

1.3. Former Results

In a certain computational model, the security of ECDSA (with respect to adaptive
chosen-message attacks) can be proved, see Brown [7]. However, serious precautions
must be taken with the generation of the nonce k, as most results applying to DSA
can be extended to ECDSA. It is well-known that if k is disclosed, then the secret key
a can easily be recovered. It has been shown by Bellare et al. [3] that one can still
recover a if the nonce k is produced by Knuth’s linear congruential generator with
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known parameters, or variants. That attack is provable under the random oracle
model, and relies on Babai’s approximation algorithm [2] for the closest vector
problem (CVP) in a lattice, which is based on the celebrated LLL algorithm [19]. The
attack does not work if the parameters of the generator are unknown.

Recently, Howgrave-Graham and Smart [12] introduced a different scenario to
study the security of DSA. Suppose that for a reasonable number of signatures, a
small fraction of the corresponding nonce k is revealed. For instance, suppose that
the ‘ least significant bits of k are known. Howgrave-Graham and Smart [12]
proposed several heuristic attacks to recover the secret key in such setting and
variants (known bits in the middle, or split in several blocks) when ‘ is not too small.
Like Bellare et al. [3], the attacks make use of LLL-based Babai’s CVP
approximation algorithm [2]. However, the attacks of Bellare et al. [3] and
Howgrave-Graham and Smart [12] are quite different. Howgrave-Graham and
Smart [12] have followed an applied approach. The attack used several heuristic
assumptions which did not allow precise statements on its theoretical behavior. It
has been assumed that the DSA signatures followed a perfectly uniform distribution,
that some lattice enjoyed some natural however heuristic property, and that Babai’s
algorithm behaves much better than theoretically guaranteed. Some heuristic
arguments of this attack have been sharpened by Nguyen [23].

Nguyen and Shparlinski [24], following the approach of Nguyen [23], have
improved the analysis of the attack of Howgrave-Graham and Smart [12], using the
work of Boneh and Venkatesan on the hardness of Diffie-Hellman bits [5]. They
showed that there is a provable polynomial-time attack against DSA when the
nonces are partially known, under two reasonable assumptions: the size of q should
not be too small compared to p, and the probability of collisions for the hash
function h should not be too large compared to 1=q. More precisely, under such
conditions, if for a certain (polynomially bounded) number of random messages
m [m and random nonces k [ ½1; q � 1� about log1=2 q least significant bits of k are
known, then in polynomial time one can recover the signer’s secret key a. The same
result holds for the most significant bits when one uses an appropriate definition of
the most significant bits tailored to modular residues. With the usual definition of
most significant bits, one needs one more bit than in the case of least significant bits,
as q might be only marginally larger than a power of two (in which case the amount
of information is less than for least significant bits). The result is slightly worse for
arbitrary windows of consecutive bits: in such a case, one requires twice as many bits.
For least significant bits (or appropriate most significant bits), the number of bits can
be decreased to 2 if one further assumes access to ideal lattice reduction (namely, an
oracle for the CVP for the infinity norm). Such an assumption is realistic in low
dimension despite NP-hardness results on lattice problems, due to the well-known
experimental fact that state-of-the-art lattice basis reduction algorithms behave
much better than theoretically guaranteed. Alternatively, the number of bits can be
decreased to log log q but with a running time qOð1= log log qÞ subexponential in log q,
using the closest vector approximation algorithm of Ajtai et al. [1, Corollary 16].
This running time is interesting, as the bit-length of q is usually chosen to be 160, in
order to avoid square-root attacks.
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1.4. Our Results

In this paper, we extend the results of Nguyen and Shparlinski [24] on DSA to the
case of ECDSA. This provides the first provable polynomial-time attack against
ECDSA when the nonces are partially known, under the same two reasonable
assumptions. Although the results previously mentioned on DSA could heuristically
be applied to ECDSA, no proved result has been known, due to the potential
difference of distribution between the ECDSA signatures ðrðkÞ; sðk; mÞÞ and the DSA
signatures ðrðkÞ; sðk; mÞÞ.

In fact, our approach is very similar to that of Nguyen and Shparlinski [24], the
main difference being that we use bounds of exponential sums from Kohel and
Shparlinski [16] to obtain some results on the distribution of ECDSA signatures
ðrðkÞ; sðk; mÞÞ, whereas Nguyen and Shparlinski [24] applies bounds of exponential
sums from Konyagin and Shparlinski [17] to study the distribution of DSA
signatures ðrðkÞ; sðk; mÞÞ Accordingly, because of the difference in the strength of the
bounds of exponential sums from Kohel and Shparlinski [16] and Konyagin and
Shparlinski [17], our results on the ECDSA are slightly weaker that those of Nguyen
and Shparlinski [24] for DSA.

The attack of Nguyen and Shparlinski [24] works in practice when three bits are
leaked for about a hundred signatures. The situation is the same with ECDSA.
However, those experimental results are superseded by the recent important result of
Bleichenbacher [4]. Bleichenbacher presented a heuristic attack not based on lattices
against DSA when some of the bits of the nonces are known. Currently, the best
experimental result with this attack is that one can recover the secret key given a
leakage of log 3&1:58 bits for 222 signatures, in about three days on a 450 MHz
Ultrasparc using 500 Mb of RAM. Naturally, this heuristic attack also applies to the
case of ECDSA. However, our method is the only one yielding provable results at
the moment.

1.5. Overview of our Attack

Like Nguyen and Sparlinski [24], our attack follows the approach of Nguyen [23]
which reduces the DSA/ECDSA problem to a variant of the hidden number problem
(HNP) introduced in 1996 by Boneh and Venkatesan [5,6]. The HNP can be stated as
follows: recover a number a [ Fq such that for many known random t [ Fq, an
approximation APP‘;qðatÞ of at is known. Here, for any rationals n and ‘, the
notation APP‘;qðnÞ denotes any rational r such that:

jn � rjq �
q

2‘þ1
;

where the symbol j ? jq is defined as jzjq ¼ minb [Z jz � bqj for any real z.
The connection between the ECDSA problem and HNP can easily be explained.

Assume that we know the ‘ least significant bits of a nonce k [ F�q. That is, we are
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given an integer a such that 0 � a � 2‘ � 1 and k � a ¼ 2‘b for some integer b � 0.
Given a message m signed with the nonce k, the congruence

arðkÞ:sðk; mÞk � hðmÞ ðmod qÞ;

can be rewritten for sðk; mÞ=0 as:

arðkÞ2�‘sðk; mÞ�1: a � sðk; mÞ�1hðmÞ
� �

2�‘ þ b ðmod qÞ: ð1Þ

Now define the following two elements

tðk; mÞ ¼ 2�‘rðkÞsðk; mÞ�1
j k

q
;

uðk; mÞ ¼ 2�‘ a � sðk; mÞ�1hðmÞ
� �j k

q
;

and remark that both tðk; mÞ and uðk; mÞ can easily be computed by the attacker from
the publicly known information. Recalling that 0 � b � q=2‘, we obtain

0 � atðk; mÞ � uðk; mÞb cq< q=2‘:

And therefore:

atðk; mÞ � uðk; mÞ � q

2‘þ1

��� ���
q
� q

2‘þ1
: ð2Þ

Thus, an approximation APP‘;qðatðk; mÞÞ is known. Collecting several relations of
this kind for several pairs ðk; mÞ, the problem of recovering the secret key a is thus a
HNP in which the distribution of the multiplier tðk; mÞ is not necessarily perfectly
uniform, and which at first sight seems hard to study. This problem of recovering will
be called ECDSA–HNP in the rest of the paper.

To solve ECDSA–HNP, we apply a lattice-based algorithm proposed by Boneh
and Venkatesan [5], which relies on a simple reduction from HNP to CVP. This
polynomial-time algorithm, which we will call BV, is again based on Babai’s CVP
approximation algorithm. It provably solves HNP when ‘ � log1=2 q þ log log q.
That result enabled Boneh and Venkatesan [5] to establish some results on the bit-
security of the Diffie-Hellman key exchange and related cryptographic schemes.
However, in the latter application, the distribution of the multipliers t is not perfectly
uniform, making some of the statements of Boneh and Venkatesan [5] incorrect. This
has led Gonzáles Vasco and Shparlinski [10] to extend results on the BV algorithm to
the case where t is randomly selected from a subgroup of F�q, to obtain rigorous
statements on the bit-security of the Diffie-Hellman key exchange and related
schemes (see also González Vasco and Shparlinski [11]).

In ECDSA–HNP as well, the distribution of the multiplier tðk; mÞ is not necessarily
perfectly uniform. We thus apply an extension (presented in Nguyen and Shparlinski
[24]) of the results of Boneh and Venkatesan [5] on the BV algorithm using the
notion of discrepancy, in the spirit of that of González Vasco and Shparlinski
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[10,11]. To achieve the proof of our attack, we show using exponential sum
techniques that ECDSA signatures follow some kind of uniform distribution. A
similar reasoning has been exploited in Nguyen and Shparlinski [24].

1.6. Structure of the Paper and Notation

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review a few facts on the hidden
number problem, and we recall two extensions of Boneh and Venkatesan [5,
Theorem 1] where the multipliers may have imperfect uniform distribution. In
Section 3, we obtain uniformity results on the distribution of ECDSA signatures,
which might be of independent interest. Finally, in Section 4, we collect the
aforementioned results and apply it to ECDSA.

Throughout the paper the implied constants in symbols ‘‘O’’ may occasionally,
where obvious, depend on the small positive parameter e and are absolute otherwise;
they all are effective and can be explicitly evaluated.

We use ½a; b� and �a; b½ to denote the closed and open intervals, respectively.
As usual, PrðeÞ denotes the probability of an event e.
For a real x; bxc denotes the integer part of x, that is the integer n such that

n � x < n þ 1. dxe is the integer n such that n � x > n � 1.

2. The Hidden Number Problem

In their analysis of the HNP, Boneh and Venkatesan [5] presented the following
lattice-based result. Let a be some integer ½1; q � 1� and n ¼ dlog qe. Let o be a
function defined by oðtÞ ¼ MSB‘;qðat mod qÞ with ‘ ¼ dn1=2e þ dlog ne. Then Boneh
and Venkatesan [5, Theorem 1] states that there exists a deterministic polynomial
time algorithm a such that

Pr
t1;...;td

a t1; . . . ; td ;oðt1Þ; . . . ;oðtdÞð Þ ¼ a½ � � 1

2
;

where d ¼ 2dn1=2e and t1; . . . ; td are chosen uniformly and independently at random
from Z�

q.
To show the insecurity of DSA with partially known nonces, Nguyen and

Shparlinski [24] generalized the previous result to cases where the multiplier t has not
necessarily perfectly uniform distribution. The generalization used the classical
notion of discrepancy [8,18,28]. Recall that the discrepancy dðGÞ of an N-element
sequence G ¼ fg1; . . . ; gNg of elements of the interval ½0; 1� is defined as

dðGÞ ¼ sup
J(½0;1�

AðJ;NÞ
N

� jJj
����

����;
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where the supremum is extended over all subintervals J of ½0; 1�; jJj is the length of J,
and AðJ;NÞ denotes the number of points gn in J for 0 � n � N � 1.

Informally speaking the discrepancy tells us how much the number of hits AðJ;NÞ
of a given interval J differ from its expected value jJjN.

Nguyen and Shparlinski [24] introduced the following definition: a finite sequence
t of integers is D-homogeneously distributed modulo q if for any integer a coprime
with q, the discrepancy of the sequence fbatcq=qgt [t is at most D. This provided the
following generalization [24] of Boneh and Venkatesan [5, Theorem 1]:

LEMMA 1 Let o > 0 be an arbitrary absolute constant. For a prime q, define

‘ ¼ o
log q log log log q

log log q

� 	1=2
& ’

and d ¼ 3 log q=‘d e:

Let t be a 2�‘-homogeneously distributed modulo q sequence of integer numbers.
There exists a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm a such that for any fixed
integer a in the interval ½0; q � 1�, given as input a prime q, d integers t1; . . . ; td and d
rationals

ui ¼ APP‘;qðatiÞ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; d;

its output satisfies for sufficiently large q

Pr aðq; t1; . . . ; td ; u1; . . . ; udÞ ¼ a½ � � 1 � 1

q
;

where the probability is taken over all t1; . . . ; td chosen uniformly and independently at
random from the elements of t and all coin tosses of the algorithm a.

Since the previous result applies lattice reduction, it is interesting to know how it is
affected if ideal lattice reduction is available, due to the well-known experimental
fact that lattice basis reduction algorithms behave much better than theoretically
guaranteed, despite NP-hardness results for most lattice problems (see Nguyen and
Stern [25,26]). Nguyen and Shparlinski [24] have obtained the following:

LEMMA 2 Let Z > 0 be fixed. For a prime q, define ‘ ¼ 1 þ Z, and

d ¼ 8

3
Z�1 log q

� 
:

Let t be a f ðqÞ-homogeneously distributed modulo q sequence of integer numbers,
where f ðqÞ is any function with f ðqÞ ! 0 as q ! ?. There exists a deterministic
polynomial-time algorithm a using a CVP?-oracle (in dimension d þ 1) such that for
any fixed integer a in the interval ½0; q � 1�, given as input a prime q, d integers
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t1; . . . ; td and d rationals

ui ¼ APP‘;qðatiÞ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; d;

its output satisfies for sufficiently large q

Pr aðq; t1; . . . ; td ; u1; . . . ; udÞ ¼ a½ � � 1 � 1

q
;

where the probability is taken over all t1; . . . ; td chosen uniformly and independently at
random from the elements of t.

It is worth noting that in Lemma 2 the assumption on the distribution of t is quite
weak, which explains why in practice, attacks based on variants of the HNP are
likely to work (as illustrated in Howgrave-Graham and Smark [12] and Nguyen [23]).
In fact, only a non-trivial upper bound on the number of fractions batcq=q; t [t in a
given interval is really needed (rather than the much stronger property of
homogeneous distribution modulo q).

We remark that the choice of parameters in DSA and ECDSA is based on the
assumption that any attack should take time of order at least q1=2. Thus any attack
requiring significantly lesser time could still be a threat. Interestingly, one can obtain
a combination of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 which leads to such an attack. We need the
following statement which is essentially Lemma 6 from Nguyen and Shparlinski [24]:

LEMMA 3 For a prime q, define ‘ ¼ blog log qc, and

d ¼ 4
log q

log log q

� 
:

Let t be a 2�‘-homogeneously distributed modulo q sequence of integer numbers.
There exists a probabilistic algorithm a which runs in time qO 1= log log qð Þ and such that
for any fixed integer a in the interval ½0; q � 1�, given as input a prime q, d integers
t1; . . . ; td and d rationals

ui ¼ APP‘;qðatiÞ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; d;

its output satisfies for sufficiently large q

Pr a q; t1; . . . ; td ; u1; . . . ; udð Þ ¼ a½ � � 1 � 1

q
;

where the probability is taken over all t1; . . . ; td chosen uniformly and independently at
random from the elements of t.
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3. Distribution of Signatures Modulo q

Here we obtain some results about the uniformity of distribution of tðk; mÞ modulo q
which can be of independent interest.

Let epðzÞ ¼ expð2piz=pÞ and eqðzÞ ¼ expð2piz=qÞ.
One of our main tools is the Weil bound on exponential sums with rational

functions which we present in the following form given by Theorem 2 of Moreno and
Moreno [21].

LEMMA 4 For any polynomials gðXÞ; f ðXÞ [ Fq½X � such that the rational function
FðXÞ ¼ f ðXÞ=gðXÞ is not constant on Fq, the bound

X
l [ Fq

�eqðFðlÞÞ

������
������ � ðmaxfdeg g ; deg f g þ u � 2Þq1=2 þ d;

holds, where
P� means that the summation is taken over all l [ Fq which are not poles

of FðXÞ and

ðu; dÞ ¼
ðv; 1Þ; if deg f � deg g;

ðv þ 1; 0Þ; if deg f > deg g;

(

and v is the number of distinct zeros of gðXÞ in the algebraic closure of Fp.

We also need some estimates from Kohel and Shparlinski [16] of exponential sums
with points of elliptic curves. The following statement is a very special partial case of
Corollary 1 to Theorem 1 of Kohel and Shparlinski [16].

LEMMA 5 The bound

max
gcdðc;pÞ¼1

Xq�1

k¼0

ep cxðkGÞð Þ
�����

����� � 4p1=2

holds.

For an integer W [ ½0; q � 1� let us denote by RðWÞ be the number of solutions of the
equation

rðkÞ ¼ W; k [ ½1; q � 1�:

LEMMA 6 The bound

RðWÞ ¼ Oðp1=2 log pÞ; W [ ½0; q � 1�;

holds.
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Proof. Let

L ¼ p � W� 1

q

� �
:

We remark that RðWÞ is the number of solutions k [ ½1; q � 1� of the congruence

xðkGÞ:qz þ W ðmod pÞ; k [ ½1; q � 1�; z [ ½0;L�:

Using the identity (see Exercise 11.a in Chapter 3 of Vinogradov [31])

Xp�1

c¼0

ep cuð Þ ¼
0 if u 6: 0 ðmod pÞ;

p; if u:0 ðmod pÞ;

(

we obtain

RðWÞ ¼ 1

p

Xq�1

k¼1

XL
z¼0

Xp�1

c¼0

ep c xðkGÞ � qz � Wð Þð Þ

¼ 1

p

Xp�1

c¼0

ep � cWð Þ
Xq�1

k¼1

ep cxðkGÞð Þ
XL
z¼0

ep �cqzð Þ:

Separating the term

ðq � 1ÞðL þ 1Þ
p

� ðq � 1Þðp=q þ 1Þ
p

� 2;

corresponding to c ¼ 0, we derive

RðWÞ � 2 þ 1

p

Xp�1

c¼1

Xq�1

k¼1

ep cxðkGÞð Þ
�����

�����
XL
z¼0

ep �cqzð Þ
�����

�����
� 2 þ 1

p

Xp�1

c¼1

Xq�1

k¼1

ep cxðkGÞð Þ
�����

�����
XL
z¼0

ep cqzð Þ
�����

�����:
Combining Lemma 5 to estimate the sum over k [ ½1; q � 1� (certainly the missing
term corresponding to k ¼ 0 does not change the order of magnitude of this sum)
with the estimate

Xp�1

c¼1

XL
z¼0

ep cqzð Þ
�����

����� ¼
Xp�1

c¼1

XL
z¼0

ep czð Þ
�����

����� ¼ Oðp log pÞ;

see Exercise 11.c in Chapter 3 of Vinogradov [31], we obtain the desired result. &
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In particular, denote by s the set of pairs ðk; mÞ [ ½1; q � 1�6m with sðk; mÞ=0 (that
is, the set of pairs ðk; mÞ for which the congruence (1) holds and thus tðk; mÞ is
defined). Then

jsj ¼ jmj q þO p1=2 log p
� �� �

: ð3Þ

For a hash function h : m ! Fq we also denote by W the number of pairs
ðm1; m2Þ [m2 with hðm1Þ ¼ hðm2Þ. Thus, W=jmj2 is a probability of a collision and
our results are nontrivial under a reasonable assumption that this probability is of
order of magnitude close to 1=q.

First of all, we need to estimate exponential sums with the multipliers tðk; mÞ

LEMMA 7 The bound

max
gcdðc;qÞ¼1

X
ðk;mÞ [s

eq ctðk; mÞð Þ

������
������ ¼ O W1=2 p1=2q1=2 log p þ q5=4

� �� �

holds.

Proof. For each m [m we denote by km the set of k [ ½1; q � 1� for which ðk; mÞ [s.
We consider an element c0 [ F

�
q corresponding to the largest exponential sum of

our interest. We denote

s ¼
X

ðk;mÞ [s
eq c0tðk; mÞð Þ

������
������ ¼ max

gcdðc;qÞ¼1

X
ðk;mÞ [s

eq ctðk; mÞð Þ

������
������:

We have

s �
X
m [m

X
k [km

eq tðk; mÞð Þ

������
������:

For l [ Fq we denote by HðlÞ the number of m [m with hðmÞ ¼ l. We also define the
integer b [ ½1; q � 1� by the congruence a:2�‘c0 (mod q). Then

s ¼
X
l [ Fq

HðlÞ
Xq�1

k¼1
arðkÞ6:�l ðmod qÞ

eq a
krðkÞ

lþ arðkÞ

� 	�������
�������:
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Applying the Cauchy inequality we obtain

s2 �
X
l [ Fq

HðlÞ2
X
l [ Fq

Xq�1

k¼1
arðkÞ6:�l ðmod qÞ

eq a
krðkÞ

lþ arðkÞ

� 	�������
�������
2

: ð4Þ

First of all we remark thatX
l [ Fq

HðlÞ2 ¼ W : ð5Þ

Furthermore,

X
l [ Fq

Xq�1

k¼1
arðkÞ6:�l ðmodqÞ

eq a
rðkÞ

lþ arðkÞ

� 	�������
�������
2

¼
X
l [ Fq

Xq�1

k¼1
arðkÞ6:�l ðmod qÞ

6
Xq�1

m¼1
arðmÞ6:�l ðmod qÞ

eq a
krðkÞ

lþ arðkÞ �
mrðmÞ

lþ arðmÞ

� 	� 	

¼
Xq�1

k; m¼1

X
l [ Fq

�eq a
krðkÞ

lþ arðkÞ �
mrðmÞ

lþ arðmÞ

� 	� 	
;

where, as in Lemma 4, the symbol
P� means that the summation in the inner sum is

taken over all l [ Fq with

l 6:� arðkÞ ðmod qÞ and l 6:� arðmÞ ðmod qÞ:

It is easy to see that if rðkÞ=rðmÞ then the rational function

Fk;mðXÞ ¼ krðkÞ
X þ arðkÞ �

mrðmÞ
X þ arðmÞ

is not constant in Fq. If rðkÞ ¼ rðmÞ then

Fk;mðXÞ ¼ ðk� mÞrðkÞ
X þ arðkÞ :

Thus it is constant only if k ¼ m or rðkÞ ¼ rðmÞ ¼ 0. From Lemma 6 we see that the
number of such pairs is O p log2 p

� �
for which we estimate the sum over l trivially as
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q. For other pairs ðk;mÞ [ ½1; q � 1�2 we use Lemma 4 getting

X
l [ Fq

Xq�1

k¼1
arðkÞ6:�l ðmod qÞ

eq a
rðkÞ

lþ arðkÞ

� 	�������
�������
2

¼ O pq log2 p þ q5=2
� �

:

Substituting this estimate and the identity (5) in (4) we obtain the desired
statement. &

LEMMA 8 The sequence tðk; mÞ; ðk; mÞ [s, is D-homogeneously distributed modulo q,
where

D ¼ O
W1=2 p1=2q�1=2 log p þ q1=4

� �
log q

jmj

 !
:

Proof. According to a general discrepancy bound, given by Corollary 3.11 of
Niederreiter [27] for the discrepancy D of the set

tðk; mÞ : ðk; mÞ [sf g:

we have

D � 1

jsj max
gcdðc;qÞ¼1

X
ðk;mÞ [s

eq ctðk; mÞð Þ

������
������ log q:

and the desired result follows from Lemma 7. &

4. Insecurity of the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm

We are ready to prove the main results.
For an integer k we define the oracle o‘ such that for any given signature

ðrðkÞ; sðk; mÞÞ; k [ ½0; q � 1�; m [m, returns the ‘ least significant bits of k.
Combining (2), Lemma 1 and 8, we obtain

THEOREM 9. Let o > 0 be an arbitrary absolute constant. For any e > 0 there exists
d > 0 such that for any point G [ EðFpÞ of multiplicative order q, where q � p1=2þe is
prime, and any hash function h with

W � jmj2

q1�d ;
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given an oracle o‘ with

‘ ¼ o
log q log log log q

log log q

� 	1=2
& ’

;

there exists a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm to compute the secret parameter
a, from O ðlog q log log q= log log log qÞ1=2

� �
signatures rðkÞ; sðk; mÞð Þ with k [ ½0; q � 1�

and m [m selected independently and uniformly at random.

Proof. We choose k [ ½0; q � 1� and m [m independently and uniformly at random
and ignore pairs ðk; mÞ 6 [s. It follows from (3) that the expected number of choices
in order to get d pairs ðk; mÞ [s is d þ O q�d

� �
for some d > 0 depending only on

e > 0.
From Lemma 8 we see that the sequence tðk; mÞ; ðk; mÞ [s, is D-homogeneously

distributed with

D ¼ O p1=2q�1þd log p þ q�1=4þd
� �

log q
� �

¼ Oðq�dÞ

for sufficiently small d ¼ e=3.
Now, combining the inequality (2) and Lemma 1 we obtain the result. &

Similarly from (2), Lemma 2 and 8, we obtain

THEOREM 10. For any e > 0 there exists d > 0 such that for any point G [ EðFpÞ of
multiplicative order q, where q � p1=2þe is prime, and any hash function h with

W � jmj2

q1�d ;

given an oracle o‘ with ‘ ¼ 2 and a CVP?-oracle for the dimension d þ 1 where

d ¼ 8

3
log q

� 
;

there exists a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm to compute the secret parameter
a, from d signatures rðkÞ; sðk; mÞð Þ with k [ ½0; q � 1� and m [m selected independently
and uniformly at random.

Accordingly, from Lemma 3 we derive

THEOREM 11 For any e > 0 there exists d > 0 such that for any point G [ EðFpÞ of
multiplicative order q, where q � p1=2þe is prime, and any hash function h with

W � jmj2

q1�d ;
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given an oracle o‘ with

‘ ¼ log log qd e;

there exists a probabilistic algorithm to compute the secret parameter a, in time
qOð1= log log qÞ, from Oðlog q= log log qÞ signatures ðrðkÞ; sðk; mÞÞ with k [ ½0; q � 1� and
m [m selected independently and uniformly at random.

Using the inequality (2) one can also obtain a similar result for the oracle returning
the ‘ most significant bits of k. Oracles returning ‘ consecutive bits in the middle can
be studied as well, see the discussion below and in Nguyen and Shparlinski [24].

5. Remarks

First of all we note that the condition W � jmj2q�1þd does not seem too restrictive.
In fact one could expect W*jmj2q�1 from any ‘‘good’’ hash function.

Our results show that, as in the case of DSA, see Nguyen and Shparlinski [24] it is
crucial for the security of ECDSA that the nonce k be generated by a
cryptographically secure and unbiased pseudo-random number generator. Even in
this case, if the attacker is able to apply a timing or power attack and select
signatures corresponding to small values of k then the whole signature scheme is
insecure. Generally, any leakage of information on k could prove dramatic.

It could be useful to remark that Lemma 6 implies that r(k) takes exponentially
many distinct values. Thus ECDSA indeed generates exponentially many distinct
signatures. Certainly this fact has never been doubted in practice but our results
provide its rigorous confirmation.

The same technique can also be applied to designing provable attacks on other
modifications of DSA, including the Nyberg–Rueppel signature scheme [9].

Finally, as shown in Nguyen and Shparlinski [24], our results can be generalized to
the case of consecutive bits at a known position. The simplest case is when the
consecutive bits are the most significant bits. The definition of most significant bits
may depend on the context, as opposed to least significant bits. Two possible
definitions have been studied in Nguyen and Shparlinski [24]. The usual definition
refers to the binary encoding of elements in Fq, where each element is encoded with n
bits where n ¼ 1 þ blog qc is the bit-length of q. Thus, we define the ‘ most significant
bits of an element x [ Fq as the unique positive integer MSB‘;qðxÞ [ f0; . . . ; 2‘�1g such
that:

x � 2n�‘MSB‘;qðxÞ [ f0; . . . ; 2n�‘ � 1g;

For instance, the most significant bit is 1 if x � 2n�1, and 0 otherwise. However, this
definition is not very well-suited to modular residues, since the most significant bit
MSB1;qðxÞ may in fact leak less than one bit of information: if q is very close to 2n�1,
then MSB1;qðxÞ is most of the time equal to 0. Hence, Boneh and Venkatesan [5] used
in another definition of most significant bits, which we will refer to as most
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significant modular bits. The ‘ most significant modular bits of an element x [ Fq are
defined as the unique integer MSMB‘;qðxÞ such that:

0 � x � MSMB‘;qðxÞ
q

2‘
<

q

2‘
:

For example, the most significant modular bit is 0 if x < q=2, and 1 otherwise. The
argument of Nguyen and Shparlinski [24] shows that Theorems 9 and 10 also hold
for most significant usual and modular bits, provided that we add one more bit in the
case of most significant (usual) bits. For oracles returning ‘ consecutive bits in the
middle, one requires twice as many bits (see Nguyen and Shparlinski [24]).
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